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Abstract 
The French Indonesian research programs, both conducted on land and offshore in the Banda 
Sea basins area, have led us to formulate a new interpretation of the East Indonesian 
geological components. In this area we distinguish, within the three main tectonic plates 
(Eurasian, Indo-Australian and Philippine–Pacific), seven blocks. Six blocks are deciphered 
as issued from the north-eastern Gondwanan margin and only one (the Halmahera block) 
issued from the Pacific plate. Among the Gondwanan blocks, two of them, namely Timor 
(probably originates from ―Greater India‖) and Kolonodale (or the Argo block) came from the 
north-west Australian margin. The Lucipara, Seram and Banggai–Sula blocks originated from 
the western extension of the Papua-New Guinea Island while the Irian Jaya block is still 
linked to the North Australian margin. The last one, the Halmahera block, originated from the 
Pacific plate, moved westward along the North Papua-New-Guinea margin up to its present 
position in the northern part of the Banda Sea area. Our interpretation is mainly based on the 
lithostratigraphic succession, the geological evolution and the Early Mesozoic paleoposition 
of these blocks with respect to the climatic environment deduced from micropaleontological 
studies. 
According to previous studies, the Timor and Kolonodale blocks were detached from 
Gondwana during the Jurassic whereas the Lucipara, Seram and Banggai–Sula blocks were 
detached from Papua-New Guinea Island during the Neogene period. All these Gondwanan 
blocks collided with the Eurasian active margin, in the vicinity of Sulawesi Island: Timor and 
Kolonodale had joined the Eurasian margin by the end of the Paleogene, while Lucipara, 
Seram and Banggai–Sula collided with Sulawesi Island between the Middle Miocene to 
Middle Pliocene. After the collisions the last three blocks together with the Kolonodale block 
did not move again but suffered the opening of North and South Banda back-arc basins, by 
the Late Miocene. On the contrary, part of the Timor block moved south together with the 
southern margin of the south Banda basin and, later on during the middle Pliocene, collided 
with the northern Australian margin. The detachment of these blocks from the Gondwana 
margin, and their amalgamation with the Eurasian margin, are discussed and illustrated 
through palaeogeographic maps. 
Keywords: East Indonesia; Indonesian blocks; North-eastern Gondwana margin 
fragmentation; Australia; Banda Sea basins; Tectonics; Plaeogeography 
 
1. Introduction 
The Gondwana supercontinent results from a ―great continental gathering event‖ which took 
place between the ―Rodinia supercontinent‖ ca 1000 Ma ago, and the ―Pangea 
supercontinent‖ ca 300 to 250 Ma ago. The Gondwana supercontinent, located in the southern 
hemisphere and centred on the ―South pole‖, extended from South America to the Australian 
block, from west to east respectively (e.g. [Meert and Lieberman, 2008] and [Santosh et al., 
2009] ). 
The southern margin of the Gondwana supercontinent was active until the end of the 
Palaeozoic (Carboniferous/Permian) while its northern margin underwent an extensive 
tectonic regime leading to the detachment of many large and smaller blocks. From the 
Cambrian to Devonian, blocks were detached from the north-western Gondwana margin and 
incorporated into the ―Pangea supercontinent‖ during the ―Variscan orogen‖. Meanwhile, 
during the Permian to Triassic periods, detached blocks from its north-eastern margin flowed 
to the North, crossing the Tethys Ocean, before colliding with the Asian active margin (e.g. 
[Metcalfe, 1993] , [Metcalfe, 2006] , [Murphy et al., 2009] and [Melleton et al., 2010] ). 
This paper focuses on the blocks detached from the Gondwanan, Indian and/or Australian 
margins, and then accreted to the west Indonesian active margin, since the Late Eocene–Early 
Oligocene. The investigated area covers the eastern part of the Indonesia Archipelago, from 
Sulawesi in the West, to Irian Jaya in the East, over 2000 km, and between the Molucca Sea 
to the north and Timor (or the Australian shelf) to the south, over 1500 km (Fig. 1a). It 
includes the Banda Seas which are surrounded by many islands and separated by several 
submerged rims, like Tukang Besi and Banda ridges. Such a geological domain requires 
studies both on land and off shore. Our investigations were undertaken between 1991 and 
1999 within the framework of a large ―French Indonesian cooperative program in 
oceanography‖, both on land and aboard Indonesian research vessels (mainly the Baruna Jaya 
III). 
The major geological interest of the investigated area comes from its location at the junction 
of three major plates: the Eurasian (Sundaland), the Indian–Australian and the Pacific plates 
(Barber and Crow, 2003). These three major plates have converged towards the Eastern 
Indonesian area since the Triassic. Besides the three plates, our investigations allow us to 
distinguish seven contrasted blocks (or microcontinents). Six of them come from the north-
eastern margin of Gondwana and one from the Philippine–Pacific plate. However, some 
Gondwana-derived blocks (i.e. Timor, Lucipara and Irian Jaya) include a series belonging to 
the Sundaland or to the Philippine Sea plate. 
Independently from their period of detachment from the Gondwana margin, these blocks 
drifted towards the active Eurasian margin and collided with it after the Oligocene, mainly in 
the Sulawesi area. 
Our main aims are to challenge the definition of the geological characteristics of each block, 
subsequently to deduce their origin and period of detachment and finally to infer the timing 
and pattern of collision with the Eurasian margin. Based on the geological, geochronological 
and geophysical data available at present, including our own results obtained in the 
framework of the numerous cruises and trips of the cooperative French Indonesian program: 
ca 400 paleontological determinations allow us to date the stratigraphical units or formations 
and some selected K/Ar datings performed in Brest University are listed in Table 1. 
2. Previous works 
Since the middle of the twentieth century, the geological pattern of eastern Indonesia has 
drawn the attention of numerous geologists (e.g. Van Bemmelen, 1949) and, between [Katili, 
1975] and [Hinschberger et al., 2005] , more than thirty different reconstructions have been 
proposed. However, few of them married stratigraphic and tectonic from both on land and 
offshore data. The substantial references are mainly mentioned in Hinschberger et al. (2005). 
Marine data have been collected in the course of numerous ―cruises‖ that were conducted 
mainly by the Scripps Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole Oceanic Institution, ORSTOM, 
or by the Dutch, French and Australian teams in cooperation with Indonesian institutes such 
as the BPPT or the MGI and LIPI. The main research cruises were: ―Atlantis II‖, 1976 
(Bowin et al., 1980); ―Indopac 7, 8 and 10‖, 1976 and 1977 (Silver and Moore, 1978); 
―Mariana 9‖, 1979 (Silver et al., 1983); ―Rama 12‖, 1981 (Silver et al., 1983); ―Corindon III, 
VII and IX‖, 1981, 1982 and 1983 (Lapouille et al., 1985); ―Kana Keoki‖, 1983 ( [Breen et 
al., 1989] , [Silver et al., 1985] and [Silver et al., 1986] ); Snellius II, 1984 and 1985 ( [144] , 
[Vroon et al., 1993] , [Vroon et al., 1996] and [Van Marle, 1991] ); ―Geobandut‖, 1992 
(Réhault et al., 1994), Banda Sea I, 1992 (Villeneuve et al., 1994), Banda Sea II, 1993 ( 
[Cornée et al., 1997] and [Honthaas et al., 1997] ), Banda Sea III, 1995 ( [Cornée et al., 1998] 
, [Honthaas et al., 1998] and [Honthaas et al., 1999] ), Image IV, 1998 ( [Hinschberger et al., 
2000] and [Hinschberger et al., 2005] ). The main result of these cruises is to convert the 
―Indian ocean origin‖ of the Banda Sea floors into oceanic crusts of Neogene age. That 
―opens the door‖ to new interpretations about the Indonesian blocks transfers from the Asiatic 
to the Australian margins and vice versa. 
3. Geological framework: plates, blocks and basins evolution 
The East Indonesian area is bordered by the Eurasian, the Australian and the Philippine–
Pacific plates and includes seven continental blocks, two residual seas (Celebes Sea and 
Moluccas Sea) and seven Neogene basins (Fig. 1b). 
3.1. Tectonic plates 
The three main tectonic plates (1, 2 and 3), limited by ―subduction‖ or ―transcurrent‖ fault 
zones, are shown in Fig. 1b. Their lithostratigraphic successions are shown in Fig. 2. 
Sundaland and Philippine–Pacific plates present an alternation of sedimentary and volcanic 
formations corresponding to the evolution of an active margin. The Indo-Australian plate 
presents only a sedimentary succession related to the evolution of a passive margin, excepted 
in the Papua-New Guinea Island. Here we compare blocks and plates bearing similar 
formations and presenting concordant geological evolutions through time; such blocks could 
be a ―good candidates‖ for ―detached pieces‖ from the main tectonic plates. 
3.1.1. The Eurasian plate (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2) 
Its eastern margin outcrops in the northern and western arms of Sulawesi, in Sumba 
(Wensinck, 1997) and in the ―Timor Allochthonous‖ ( [Villeneuve et al., 2004] and 
[Villeneuve et al., 2005] ). The islands of the Banda volcanic arc (Flores, Alor, Wetar, 
Romang and Damar) may have formed within this domain. 
Based on investigations in the western arm of Sulawesi, the stratigraphic column (Fig. 2 and 
Fig. 3) shows a metamorphic basement corresponding to ophiolitic formations of the Jurassic 
to Middle Cretaceous Meratus fold belt (ages between 200 and 150 Ma) in Monnier et al. 
(1994) and Pubellier et al. (1998) (Fig 2) overlain by Paleogene to Neogene volcanic arc and 
volcano-detritic deposits. The Bantimala complex in the southern part of the western arm in 
Sulawesi consists of both metamorphic schists and ultrabasic rocks ( [Miyazaki et al., 1996] , 
[Sopaheluwakan, 1979] and [Wakita et al., 1996] ). Muscovite separated from the schist was 
dated at 111 Ma by Obradowich cited by Sukamto, 1982; another age is yielded by Parkinson 
in the Pompangeo schist complex in central Sulawesi at 114 Ma, K/Ar ages from two 
metamorphic minerals (Parkinson, 1991). North of Ujung Pandang (Toraja area), in the 
Lamasi formation, tholeitic basalts are dated 158.5 ± 5 Ma by Priadi, 1993 (sample NL30-C). 
The volcanic formations were investigated by [Van Leeuven, 1981] , [114] and [Bergman et 
al., 1996] , while sedimentary formations were investigated mainly by [59] and [Wilson and 
Bosence, 1996] . 
3.1.1. The Eurasian plate (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2) 
Its eastern margin outcrops in the northern and western arms of Sulawesi, in Sumba 
(Wensinck, 1997) and in the ―Timor Allochthonous‖ ( [Villeneuve et al., 2004] and 
[Villeneuve et al., 2005] ). The islands of the Banda volcanic arc (Flores, Alor, Wetar, 
Romang and Damar) may have formed within this domain. 
Based on investigations in the western arm of Sulawesi, the stratigraphic column (Fig. 2 and 
Fig. 3) shows a metamorphic basement corresponding to ophiolitic formations of the Jurassic 
to Middle Cretaceous Meratus fold belt (ages between 200 and 150 Ma) in Monnier et al. 
(1994) and Pubellier et al. (1998) (Fig 2) overlain by Paleogene to Neogene volcanic arc and 
volcano-detritic deposits. The Bantimala complex in the southern part of the western arm in 
Sulawesi consists of both metamorphic schists and ultrabasic rocks ( [Miyazaki et al., 1996] , 
[Sopaheluwakan, 1979] and [Wakita et al., 1996] ). Muscovite separated from the schist was 
dated at 111 Ma by Obradowich cited by Sukamto, 1982; another age is yielded by Parkinson 
in the Pompangeo schist complex in central Sulawesi at 114 Ma, K/Ar ages from two 
metamorphic minerals (Parkinson, 1991). North of Ujung Pandang (Toraja area), in the 
Lamasi formation, tholeitic basalts are dated 158.5 ± 5 Ma by Priadi, 1993 (sample NL30-C). 
The volcanic formations were investigated by [Van Leeuven, 1981] , [114] and [Bergman et 
al., 1996] , while sedimentary formations were investigated mainly by [59] and [Wilson and 
Bosence, 1996] . 
The ―Initial Timor block‖ only includes the ―Para-Autochthonous unit‖. Its lithostratigraphic 
succession (Fig. 3) points out a proximal marine sedimentation during the Permian and a deep 
marine sedimentation during the Middle to Late Triassic interval. The following Triassic to 
Middle Eocene deep marine sediments made of calcilutites and radiolarites, suggest a ―break-
up‖ by the Early Triassic. The ―Allochthonous unit‖ (Fig. 3) coming from the Sundaland 
active margin, was overthrusted on it. According to Sopaheluwakan the thrusting of the 
―Mutis complex‖ on ―initial Timor‖ took place at ca: 37.2 + 0.9 Ma (Late Eocene). 
We know that Paleogene sediments interbedded with volcanic deposits in the arc series of 
Sulawesi contain some Eocene ―Anthracothere‖ fossils of Asiatic origin. This mammalian 
fossil was also found in the ―Timor Allochthon‖ (Durocq, 1996). This suggests a strong 
connection between Timor and the South East Asia margin at a post Eocene time. Then both 
Para-Autochthonous and Allochthonous (Fig. 3-1c) units were then sealed by younger 
sediments of the Autochthonous unit (Fig. 4-4). The latter began with the Late Oligocene to 
Early Miocene Cablac oolithic limestones followed by the Miocene to Early Pliocene 
Miomaffo volcano-sedimentary formation that is, in the central basin, unconformably covered 
by the Late Pliocene to Pleistocene deposits (Fig. 4). 
Regarding the Timor block, Kisar, Leti and Moa islands present similar characteristics, and 
contain comparable Permian and Triassic formations although they were slightly 
metamorphosed (Agustiyanto and Suparman, 1989). Roti and the northern part of Tanimbar 
hold the same radiolaritic formations as in the Jurassic series of the ―Initial Timor block‖ ( 
[Jasin and Hailé, 1996] and [Shashida et al., 1999] ). 
4.1.2. Evolution of the Timor block 
The Timor block underwent a very long and complex geodynamic history partially published 
by [Villeneuve et al., 2004] , [Harris, 2006] , [Ishikawa et al., 2007] and [Kaneko et al., 2007] 
. 
The model presented here assumes that an initial part of Timor, herein referred to as the 
―Initial Timor block‖, deriving from the south, reached the Sunda plate by the Late Eocene 
(37.2 + 0.9 Ma) when an ophiolitic nappe, the Mutis complex made of basalts dated at 153.6 ± 
3.4 Ma (Table 1) was obducted over it (Sopaheluwakan, 1990). This assemblage then collided 
with the Eurasian active margin by the Early Oligocene time before the deposition of the 
Cablac limestones. Afterwards, the Timor block was detached from the Sunda plate and 
moved to the south until its southward collision with the Australian continent by the Middle 
Pliocene, as attested by the age of a diorite within the Manamas volcanic series (sample T111 
dated at 10.5 ± 1.2 Ma, Table 1). Since this time, the Timor block moved to the north north-
east together with the Australian continent and is presently backthrusting the ―South Banda 
basin‖. Consequently, the Timor ―Allochthonous unit‖ (Fig. 3-1c) is considered as a part of 
the Eurasian active margin that was accreted to the ―Initial Timor block‖ during its Oligocene 
collision with the Asian plate. 
The Kolbano unit (Fig. 1b), outcropping in the fore-zone south of Timor Island is considered 
part of the Australian shelf, amalgamated to the Timor mainland during the Middle Pliocene 
collision with the Australian continent. 
4.1.3. Origin of the Timor block 
The Timor block has long been considered as a part of the Australian margin and, for a 
majority of geologists, moved with this plate ( [Carter et al., 1976] , [Audley-Charles, 1988] , 
[Rangin et al., 1990] and [Charlton, 2001] ). However, [Parkinson, 1998] and [Charlton, 
2000] hypothetically put the ―Timor Allochthonous‖ along the Eurasian margin. 
So, the problem is to identify the origin of the ―Initial Timor block‖ corresponding to the 
―Para-Autochthonous‖ lithostratigraphic succession (Fig. 5). Martini et al. (2000) indicated a 
more southern Late Triassic palaeogeographic position than for the other blocks, according to 
fossil data. Yet, the Kolonodale block (see above) is inferred to have originated from the 
northwestern Australia Argo abyssal plain. So, the ―initial Timor block‖ must have been 
located further south, during the Upper Triassic time. 
Thus, two scenarii might be considered: 1) the Timor block came from the northern part of 
―Greater India‖ in the west, or 2) it approached from the south-eastern end of the Irian Jaya 
block. Considering the global plate kinematic evolution (Ricou, 1994), we favour the first 
hypothesis. It is to be noted that these Gondwanan blocks perfectly fit between India and 
Australia while the boundary of ―Greater India‖ is still debated. Nevertheless, following the 
Li and Powell ―fit‖ (2001) and the interpretation of Ali and Aitchison (2005), which borders 
―Greater India‖ by the ―Wallaby-Zenith fracture zone‖, it is possible to remove the Timor 
block in the southernmost position relative to the other Indonesian blocks. However, under 
this palaeogeographical position, the ―initial Timor block‖ detached from Gondwana during 
the Triassic should have collided with the ―Sumatra/Java block‖ by the Cretaceous period. 
However, there is insufficient evidence for the Timor break-up in the Triassic period because 
a deep marine environment is not conclusive to date the Timor detachment. The hypothesis of 
a ―Timor initial block‖ coming from southeast Papua seems unrealistic to us at present. In any 
case, Timor moved away from this present position along the north Australian margin. Thus, 
the origin of the initial Timor remains questionable. 
4.2. The Kolonodale block (noted 5 on Fig. 1b and 5 on Fig. 4) 
4.2.1. Characterisation 
This block is restricted to the central and eastern parts of Sulawesi Island and to the adjacent 
islands of Buton, Muna, Wowoni and Kabaena. It is separated from the western arm of 
Sulawesi by the ―Poso Thrust fault‖ and from the eastern blocks by the ―Tolo trench‖ and the 
―Batui thrust‖. 
The first synthetic view of this area was delivered by Sukamto (1975). The central part was 
investigated by [106] , [Parkinson, 1996] , [Parkinson, 1998] , [Gunawan, 1999] and 
[Villeneuve et al., 2002] . The north-eastern arm was studied by [Kundig, 1956] , [142] , 
[Rusmana et al., 1993a] , [129] , [156] and [Villeneuve et al., 2000] . The south-eastern arm 
was studied by [Helmers et al., 1989] , [Rusmana et al., 1993a] , [129] , [143] and [156] , 
when the Buton Island was successively explored by [138] , [Fortuin et al., 1990] , [Davidson, 
1991] and [Smith and Silver, 1991] . 
The Kolonodale block contains an ophiolitic nappe obducted onto a sedimentary pile that is 
resting on a metamorphic basement, widely prevalent on the south-eastern arm. The 
stratigraphic succession of the Sulawesi central part, well studied by [Gunawan, 1999] and 
[Villeneuve et al., 2001] , begins by an Upper Triassic carbonate platform ( [Cornée et al., 
1994] and [Martini et al., 1997] ) followed by Liassic external shelf sediments and then by 
pelagic carbonates and radiolarites until the Upper Oligocene to Lower Miocene. The 
geological succession in the south-eastern arm of Sulawesi and in Buton Island can locally be 
slightly different from the central part of Sulawesi, especially with regard to the Triassic 
sedimentation. 
The Kolonodale block was later affected by collisions with the Lucipara, Seram and Banggai–
Sula blocks. The middle Eocene ophiolitic nappe is dated at 44 ± 4 Ma (mean K–Ar age of 
two different amphiboles, Table 1 and Monnier et al. (1994)). It represents the second largest 
ophiolitic nappe in the world and caps the sedimentary succession between ca 32 and 28 Ma 
(see [106] , [Parkinson, 1996] , [Monnier et al., 1995] , [Gunawan, 1999] , [Villeneuve et al., 
2002] and [Kadarusman et al., 2004] ). 
4.2.2. Evolution of the Kolonodale block 
In our interpretation, the Kolonodale block was obducted by the Sulawesi Eocene (Monnier et 
al, 1995) ophiolitic nappe during the Oligocene (Parkinson, 1991), and then collided with the 
western arm of Sulawesi during the Early Miocene. Parkinson (1991) preferred an eastern 
Mesozoic ophiolite with a westward intra-oceanic formation overthrusted by the end of the 
Oligocene. However, Kadarusman et al. (2004) admitted a westward obduction of these 
ophiolites onto an indefinite microcontinent while other authors favour a western Eurasian 
back-arc basin obducted eastward onto the Kolonodale block. Whatever the origin of the 
Sulawesi ophiolitic nappe, the most important element to validate our interpretation is to 
recognize the origin and amalgamation of the underlying Kolonodale block with the Eurasian 
margin. 
4.2.3. Origin of the Kolonodale block 
For some of the previous authors working in Timor, the East Sulawesi terranes, including the 
ophiolitic nappe, were probably detached from Irian Jaya ( [Audley-Charles et al., 1979] , 
[Audley-Charles et al., 1988] , [Ben Avraham, 1978] and [Daly et al., 1991] ). However, 
[Mubroto et al., 1994] , [Parkinson, 1998] , [Hall, 1996] and [Nichols and Hall, 1999] 
considered an Indian oceanic origin for this ophiolitic nappe, while for Kadarusman et al. 
(2004) the Sulawesi ophiolite came from the middle Pacific. The underlying ―Kolonodale 
block‖ was neglected by many geologists and even undifferentiated from the Banggai–Sula 
block (Parkinson, 1991). [Martini et al., 2000] and [Martini et al., 2004] who worked on the 
Late Triassic formations of East Sulawesi, Timor and Seram evidenced an intermediate 
palaeogeographic position for the Kolonodale block with respect to the Late Triassic position 
of Timor and Seram. On the other hand, the pre break-up lithostratigraphy of the ―Kolonodale 
block‖ is very similar to that of the Exmouth plateau (on the north-western Australian margin) 
( [Hinz et al., 1978] , [Von Rad and Exon, 1983] , [Von Rad et al., 1989] and [Sager et al., 
1992] ). 
Consequently, we propose a north-western Australian origin for the Kolonodale block, 
suggesting that it is, in fact, the ―Argo block‖ detached from the ―Exmouth plateau‖ during 
the Callovian. This detachment gave way to the ―Argo Abyssal plain‖. Ricou (1994) admitted 
a northward motion of the ―Argo block‖ up to its junction with the Eurasian margin by the 
Early Eocene. According to Sager et al. (1992) the oldest magnetic anomaly recorded in the 
Argo abyssal plain, off the NW Australian margin, is M 26 (163 Ma). Our data perfectly 
match this scenario and consequently rebuff an Irian Jaya origin. 
4.3. The Lucipara block (noted 6 Fig. 1b and 6 on Fig. 5) 
4.3.1. Characterisation 
This block occupies a large part of the Banda Sea floor. We distinguish two main parts: the 
Tukang Besi platform (to the West) and the Banda ridges (to the East). It outcrops in a few 
small islands such as Kur, Penyu and Lucipara. Unfortunately, most of these islands are 
capped by Quaternary reefs or sediments. Only a few of them, such as Kur (Honthaas et al., 
1997) and Fadol, exhibit some more ancient formations. 
The main morphological and geological data were obtained during marine cruises ( [Silver et 
al., 1983] , [Cornée et al., 1998] , [Cornée et al., 2002] , [Honthaas et al., 1998] and [Honthaas 
et al., 1999] ). Only the upper part of the Lucipara block lithostratigraphic succession has 
been reconstructed to take into account land and marine data. The oldest neighbouring 
formation is the south-east Sulawesi ophiolite (see supra for its mean K/Ar age at 44 ± 4 Ma, 
Monnier et al., 1994) was intruded by volcanism related to an Oligocene volcanic arc, dated 
on amphiboles from the basement rocks of Kur at ca 30 Ma (Honthaas et al., 1997). The 
eastern margin of the Weber through consists of Carboniferous Triassic sediments. The global 
chronology based on twelve K/Ar ages carried on whole-rocks and separated minerals 
(Table 1) leads to point out the presence of an Early Oligocene magmatic arc (31.4 ± 1.8 Ma) 
and of a later large tectonometamorphic event that affected these rocks at ca 24 and 17 Ma, 
indirectly confirming the ages of the Banda ridges metamorphism (Silver et al., 1983). These 
metamorphic rocks were capped after the Lower Miocene by folded fluviatile sediments. Late 
Oligocene and Early Miocene reefal platforms were developed on the Banda ridges and were 
matched with Early Miocene volcanic material ( [Cornée et al., 1998] and [Cornée et al., 
2002] ). 
4.3.2. Evolution of the Lucipara block 
By the Late Miocene (11 Ma), the Lucipara block began to collapse in the Tukang Besi 
platform (Fortuin et al., 1990) and the Banda ridges (Honthaas et al., 1997). At the same time, 
a local metamorphic event at ca 11–10 Ma was registered in the northern part of the Banda 
ridges (Silver et al., 1985); a volcanic arc linked to the northward motion of Australia was 
operating within the Lucipara block and the adjacent areas. The separation of Tukang Besi 
from the Banda ridges happened previously to the intra-arc South Banda Sea opening at ca 6.5 
Ma ( [Honthaas et al., 1998] and [Hinschberger et al., 2001] ). 
4.3.3. Origin of the Lucipara block 
The Lucipara block was clearly identified as a specific block by Villeneuve et al. (1998). 
Previously, the Banda ridges including Seram and Buru were considered by Silver et al. 
(1985) as fragments that split from the Irian Jaya Bird's Head. For them, the Tamrau terrane 
was favoured as the Banda ridges primitive land. However Vroon et al. (1996), using Pb and 
Nd isotopes markers, preferred a rather Pacific origin for these Banda ridges. The Lucipara 
block lithostratigraphic succession (Fig. 5), until the Early Miocene, is very similar to that of 
the ―Irian Jaya Mobile belt‖, including an Eocene ophiolite. 
We consider the Lucipara block as a western extension of the ―Mobile belt‖ terrane before its 
detachment from Irian Jaya during the Neogene. The separation time of the Lucipara block 
from the Irian Jaya is still debated; Smith and Silver (1991) supported a collision between 
Tukang Besi and the South East Arm of Sulawesi at about 13 Ma. However, obviously, the 
detachment from Irian Jaya happened earlier. The Irian Jaya Mobile belt and Lucipara block 
had a similar evolution until the end of the Oligocene, and their separation occurred at ca 24 
Ma. Consequently, the Lucipara block displacement time, from Irian Jaya to Sulawesi, could 
be estimated between 24 and 13 Ma. 
4.4. The Seram block (noted 7 on Fig. 1b and 7 on Fig. 6) 
4.4.1. Characterisation 
This block includes Buru, Seram and small adjacent islands such as Ambon, as well as the 
submerged Sinta Ridge located between Buru, Tukang Besi ridge and the North Banda basin, 
the latter opening at around 12.5 Ma. 
Even if Buru Island has been investigated by [Tjokosapoetro and Budhitrisna 1982] , [145] 
and [Fortuin et al., 1988] , only Seram has drawn the attention of most geologists and 
geophysicists: [Hailé, 1978] , [Audley-Charles, 1979] , [Letouzey et al., 1983] , [O'Sullivan et 
al., 1985] , [De Smet et al., 1989] , [Linthout et al., 1989] , [Linthout et al., 1991] , [Monnier 
et al., 2003] and [Martini et al., 2004] . Ambon was studied in the nineties by [Linthout and 
Helmers, 1994] and [Honthaas et al., 1999] , as the Sinta Ridge that was dredged during the 
Banda Sea I cruise (Villeneuve et al., 1994). 
In Ambon, Linthout et al. (1989) distinguished the western and the eastern parts separated by 
a NW–SE dextral strike-slip fault. In the western part, a metamorphic basement displaying 
Permian fossils supports a thick sedimentary pile beginning with the Tehuru flysch. In Buru 
and west Seram (Fig. 7), a Late Triassic carbonate platform outcrops together with Lower 
Jurassic flyschs and volcanic shales. They are covered by pelagic limestones, deposited from 
the Late Jurassic until the Eocene, followed by shales, sandstones and reef limestones of 
Oligocene to Lower Miocene age and before the Middle Miocene neritic limestones. Late 
Miocene deposits are lacking until the deposition of the Latest Miocene/Early Pliocene Salas 
blocks. This former tectonic melange was probably capped by an arc and then by a back-arc 
type ophiolitic nappe. Whole-rock K–Ar ages are scattered between 19.7 ± 2 and 15 ± 1.3 Ma 
for this ophiolite that was subsequently obducted on west Seram at around 9–7 Ma ( [Linthout 
et al., 1991] and [Monnier et al., 2003] ). However, a younger arc operated within this back-
arc system between 15.3 ± 1.2 and 8.9 ± 0.4 Ma, as evidenced by whole-rock K/Ar ages. 
Molasse sediments and reef limestones deposited from the Late Pliocene until recent times 
cover the oldest formations. An important unconformity between the Lower and the Upper 
Pleistocene yields evidence of a local tectonic event. 
Buru Island only slightly differs from west Seram, because of the lack of Middle Jurassic 
deposits. In addition, Tjokosapoetro and Budhitrisna (1982) pointed out an unconformity 
between the Eocene and the Oligocene and also between the Oligocene and the Lower 
Miocene. Fortuin et al. (1988) highlighted a drowning in the Early/Middle Miocene and an 
uplift in the Late Miocene/Early Pliocene. 
Finally, dredged samples from the Sinta Ridge (Villeneuve et al., 1994) indicate an Upper 
Triassic carbonate platform, very similar to those of Sulawesi, Buru and Seram, capped by 
pelagic limestones of possible Cretaceous to Oligocene age. 
4.4.2. Evolution of the Seram block 
The lithostratigraphic succession characterising the Seram block is not truly indicative of the 
detachment of the Seram block from Irian Jaya, except for the lack of deposits recorded from 
the Late Miocene to the Early Pliocene, correlated with an uplift after Fortuin et al. (1988). 
Nevertheless, a Seram–Irian Jaya detachment by strike-slip faulting can be hypothesized 
along a proto-Sorong fault, corresponding to the ―Lajur-Sorong fault‖ (Dow et al., 1986). 
The geological map of these authors pointed out a sinistral strike-slip movement before the 
deposition of Middle to Late Miocene (14 to 10.5 Ma) volcano-sedimentary rocks on the 
conjugate Bird's Head terrane. The separation between Seram and Banggai–Sula blocks could 
have occurred between 20 and 14 Ma. Concerning the connection between the Seram and 
Sulawesi blocks, we have no clear indications of both modalities and ages. Hinschberger et al. 
(2000) constrained the North Banda basin opening, as a back-arc basin in a NW–SE direction, 
between 12.5 and 7.15 Ma on the basis of whole-rock K/Ar ages of dredged lavas and of 
identification of magnetic anomalies). The subduction of the North Banda basin underneath 
the ―Tolo trench‖ has been evidenced by several authors ( [Silver et al., 1983] , [Réhault et al., 
1994] and [Hinschberger et al., 2000] ) with the development of an accretionary prism, but 
without any observable collision. However, the metamorphic event at ca 11–10 Ma ( [Silver 
et al., 1985] and [Villeneuve et al., 1998] ) evidenced for the Banda ridges could be linked to 
the collision between the Seram and Lucipara blocks. Monnier et al. (2003) indicated the 
presence of a northern block, most probably the Banggai–Sula block, separated from Seram 
by a short-lived back-arc-basin and volcanic arc. 
We notice that the oblique collision between Seram and this northern block (Banggai–Sula 
block?) could have generated the ophiolite obduction on Seram and Ambon (Monnier et al., 
2003). The modern (5 to 0.5 Ma) Ambon arc, operating in the southern part of the Seram 
block, is related to the subduction of the Irian Jaya plate (Honthaas et al., 1999). We, 
intentionally, do not evoke the paleomagnetic results demonstrating a 70° anticlockwise 
rotation of Seram Island (Linthout et al., 1997) because the non-controlled rotation of small 
pieces of blocks in a general transpressive regime cannot be excluded. 
4.4.3. Origin of the Seram block 
Its origin is still open to debate. Silver et al. (1985) correlated the Banda ridges with the North 
Bird's Head terranes, but other geologists ( [Carter et al., 1976] , [Audley-Charles, 1988] , 
[Audley-Charles et al., 1988] , [De Smet, 1989] , [Daly et al., 1991] , [Charlton, 2000] and 
[Charlton, 2001] ) favoured a paleoposition close to the Aru and Kai Islands, on the 
Australian margin. This scenario is supported by [Linthout et al., 1996] and [Linthout et al., 
1997] . The metamorphic basement of Seram and Buru includes some Permian fossils 
whereas the Misool and Aru basements, capped by unfolded Early Palaeozoic sediments, are 
likely Precambrian. But, on the contrary, a similar Palaeozoic basement and related overlying 
sediments outcrop in the ―Bird's Head Kemun terrane‖ with the exception of the Paleogene 
deposits. The former evoke a deep marine environment in Buru and Seram, as well as a 
shallow water carbonate platform in the ―Kemum terrane‖. However, Eocene to Oligocene 
deep marine sediments have been reported in adjacent areas, like Onin peninsula and the 
Lengguru fold belt (Dow et al., 1986). Moreover, the Late Triassic shallow water carbonate 
platform also outcropping at Buru, Seram and Misool Islands enhanced this hypothesis. 
Consequently, we support the ―Seram block‖ as a western extension of the ―Bird's Head 
Kemun terrane‖. 
4.5. The Banggai–Sula block (noted 8 in Fig. 1b and 8 in Fig. 6) 
4.5.1. Characterisation 
This block includes the southern part of the Sulawesi north-eastern arm (Luwuk area), the 
archipelago of Banggai (NE of Sulawesi), the islands of Sula (or Taliabu), Mangole and 
Sulabesi in the northern part of the North Banda basin, and the Tomori basin located in front 
of the Banggai platform. 
The Luwuk area was investigated by [Kundig, 1956] , [Rusmana et al., 1993a] , [129] , [142] 
and [Villeneuve et al., 2000] . Banggai and Sula Islands were investigated mainly by [Pigram 
et al., 1984] , [Pigram et al., 1985] , [154] , [Garrard et al., 1988] and [Ryacudu et al., 1993] , 
and the Tomori basin by petroleum companies: [Handiwiria, 1990] , [Davies, 1990] , 
[Abimanyu, 1990] and [Charlton, 1996] . 
Its lithostratigraphic succession shows a Palaeozoic (Permian) metamorphic basement 
intruded by Triassic granites with K–Ar and Rb–Sr ages at ca 239–235 Ma (Pigram et al., 
1984). The metamorphic basement of Mangole is cut by medium to coarse grained plutonic 
intrusions of different whole-rock K–Ar (Table 1) respectively at 287 ± 6.7, 220 ± 5 and 116 
± 2.7 Ma and different compositions: gabbro, diorite and granite. We notice that both the ages 
and chemical compositions of the rocks are contrasted. 
The first sedimentary deposits occurring in the Lower Jurassic are continental red beds and 
shallow marine clastics and carbonates. The Late Jurassic and the Lower Cretaceous are 
represented by shallow marine anoxic sediments intruded by volcanic rocks. The Upper 
Cretaceous to Lower Paleocene interval corresponds to pelagic limestones deposits. 
On Sula Island there is a lack of deposits between the Upper Paleocene and the Lower 
Oligocene; from the Upper Oligocene to the Middle Miocene, a shallow water carbonate 
platform was built, including isolated reefs (i.e. Salodik Formation). By the Late Pliocene a 
new shallow water carbonate platform was developed (i.e. Pancoran Formation). Moreover, in 
the Banggai and Luwuk areas, the shallow carbonate platform begins by the Middle 
Paleocene and lasts until the Middle Pliocene with a possible gap during the Oligocene. 
In the Tomori basin, the Lower Pliocene consists of a very thick formation that comprises 
sandstones and claystones. The main unconformity both in the Tomori basin (Davies, 1990) 
and in the Luwuk area (Villeneuve et al., 2000) occurred within the Middle Pliocene period. 
4.5.2. Evolution of the Banggai–Sula block 
As mentioned before, we postulate that during the ophiolitic obduction on Seram and Ambon, 
9–7 Ma ago, the Banggai and Sula Islands were located in the vicinity of the Seram block. On 
the other hand, the Banggai–Sula indenter should have been close to Sulawesi when their 
North and North East arms began to move north-westward ( [Smith and Silver, 1991] and 
[Surmont et al., 1994] ) by the latest Miocene. According to Villeneuve et al. (2000) the final 
collision occurred at ca 3.5 Ma. Consequently, the duration of the movement from Seram to 
Sulawesi could be estimated between 5.5 and 3.5 Ma. 
4.5.3. Origin of the Banggai–Sula block 
There is a large consensus to correlate the Banggai–Sula block with the northern part of the 
Bird's Head. Only Pigram et al. (1985) have contested this point of view and proposed a more 
eastern origin, very close to the central Papua range. However, the lithostratigraphic 
successions of Banggai and Sula islands are very similar to those of the ―Tamrau and Danau 
Jamar terranes‖, showing Triassic granitic intrusions and rhyolitic lavas, followed by 
Paleogene shallow water carbonate platform. 
We agree with the general consensus that considers the Banggai–Sula block as a detached 
piece from the Bird's Head extension. From north to south, we should then encompass 
successively: the Lucipara block, the Banggai–Sula block and finally the Seram block even if 
the amalgamation process to the Eurasian margin, through the Banda Sea, has changed this 
order. 
4.6. The Irian Jaya block (noted 10 in Fig. 1b and 10 on Fig. 6) 
The geological features of the Irian Jaya block point to the geological concordances between 
the Irian Jaya block (and mainly the Bird's Head) and the already exposed Lucipara, Seram 
and Banggai–Sula blocks. 
4.6.1. Characterisation 
The ―Irian Jaya block‖ is one of the largest and most complex entities of the Indonesian area. 
It is restricted to New Guinea and its adjacent islands, such as Misool. It is a W–E elongated 
block with a very characteristic western end, the ―Bird's Head‖, that is separated (1) from the 
Australian plate by the ―Aiduna–Tarera fault zone‖ (Fig. 1b) and by the ―Papuan thrust‖ in the 
southern part, (2) from the Banda area by the North Banda arc, and (3) from the Halmahera 
block by the Sorong fault. 
Numerous geologists have worked there, mainly in eastern Papua-New Guinea. Those 
working in western Irian Jaya were mostly interested in the comparison between continental 
and oceanic plates ( [Dow and Sukamto, 1984] , [Pubellier and Ego, 2002] and [Sapie and 
Cloos, 2004] ). Nevertheless, the geological map of the Indonesian part of Irian Jaya delivered 
by Dow et al. (1986) is a masterpiece of Irian Jayan geology. 
Struckmeyer et al. (1993) distinguished more than 25 terranes in the whole ―Papua‖ block and 
among them 14 in the western part. They recognized three types of terranes, mainly with: 
continental basement, oceanic rocks, or mixed rocks respectively. Hill and Hall (2002) also 
differentiated three main parts: 1) the ―stable platform‖ to the south, which corresponds to the 
northern part of the unfolded Australian platform; 2) the ―adjacent fold belt‖ with the same 
rocks but folded during the Miocene continent arc-collision; and 3) the northern ―Mobile fold 
belt‖ with rocks of various origins (ophiolites and volcanic arc formations) folded and 
metamorphosed during the Pliocene orogen. Crowhurst et al. (1996) added the Melanesian 
fold belt to the northern island. Fig. 7 exhibits the main units and terranes of the western part 
of the Irian Jaya block with the probable position of Lucipara, Seram and Banggai–Sula 
blocks by the Early Miocene. 
The metamorphic basement of the Australian platform is either Precambrian or late 
Palaeozoic. The Tasman line is the virtual limit between the two types of metamorphic 
basements. Consequently, two types of terranes must be distinguished: the ―Bird's Head 
terrane‖ with Australian affinities and the ―Mobile belt terrane‖ with Pacific plate or mixed 
affinities. 
In the crustal Bird's Head block, the lithostratigraphic succession starts with the basement, 
folded and metamorphosed by the end of Devonian (Fig. 6, Fig. 7, Fig. 8, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10a). 
This basement is unconformably overlain by Carboniferous to Triassic fluviatile or shallow 
marine sediments. The Jurassic and Cretaceous series are respectively deltaic sandstones and 
marine claystones. Paleocene sediments indicate a shallow marine environment with 
sandstones, claystones, anhydrites and minor limestones on the top. From the Eocene to the 
Late Miocene there is a pile of limestones with corals and algal reefs. Then, the Upper 
Miocene to Pliocene Klasafet Formation is composed of deep marine deposits while the 
Pliocene to Pleistocene sediments point to a shallow marine or flood plain environment. Two 
unconformities occurred: the first between the Late Miocene and the Pliocene and the second 
at the end of the Pliocene. 
The areas adjacent to the Irian Jaya block (Fig. 7) display some differences. The northern 
―Tamrau terrane‖ and the ―Lengguru fold belt‖ in the southeast show a basement with large 
Permian and/or Triassic granitic intrusions, while the Misool Island in the west exhibits a Late 
Triassic carbonate platform similar to those of Seram and Buru. A shallow water carbonate 
platform also occurs in Misool by the Upper Cretaceous ( [Pigram et al., 1982] and [Bailly et 
al., 2009] ). 
The northern part of the ―Mobile belt‖ presents a very different geological history with a 
succession of ophiolites, volcanic arc deposits and marine sediments (Fig. 6 and Fig. 10b). 
The lower part is a large ophiolitic nappe with a back-arc basin geochemical signature, 
Jurassic to Cretaceous in age according to the geological map by Dow et al. (1986) and the 
K–Ar ages of 144 ± 15 and 157 ± 16 Ma of amphiboles separated from metagabbros HC 295 
and HC 304 (Table 1). This ophiolite was thrusted on an oceanic sole attached to the 
Australian margin ca 66 Ma (K/Ar age of amphiboles separated from a metagabbro HC 307, 
Table 1) but not directly on the margin. This result is in good accordance with the ages 
yielded by hornblendes from amphibolites dated at 68.3 and 65.5 Ma (Dow and Sukamto, 
1984). The final obduction to the margin was Oligocene (Permana, 1995). 
A microdioritic intrusive (sample 121) in the arc formations from the western Mobile belt is 
dated at 90 ± 2.1 Ma (Table 1). 
In the Central High Range, the Sepik volcanic arc operated during the Eocene. Calc-alkaline 
basalt has been dated at 43 ± 1 Ma (HC 194, Table 1, and in Monnier (1996)). This arc 
collided with the mainland at ca 40 Ma ( [115] and [Pubellier et al., 2004] ). 
Later on, a new back-arc basin took place during the Oligocene, generating the Cyclops basin. 
This basin was uplifted by the Early Miocene and a new magmatic arc originated in the 
Middle Miocene (Cyclops volcanic arc? Monnier et al., 1999). Late Miocene to Early 
Pliocene sediments were deposited in the Mamberamo basin up to the Pliocene collision as 
evidenced by Dow and Sukamto (1984). 
4.6.2. Evolution of the Irian Jaya block 
According to Lee and Lawver (1995) the Irian Jaya ―block‖ moved northward after the 
Gondwana break-up until its junction with the Philippine–Pacific plate, 15 Ma ago. 10 Ma 
after, it moved to the West under the control of the Pacific plate. From 10 to 5 Ma, the 
foreland oceanic crust as long as 250 km subducted underneath the North Banda area. Since 5 
Ma, the continental margin of the Bird's Head and Misool Island subducted beneath Seram 
giving way to the modern Ambon volcanic arc (Honthaas et al., 1999). Presently, the Irian 
Jaya island moved to the West by strike-slip movement along the ―Aiduna–Tarera fault zone‖ 
(Pubellier and Ego, 2002). 
4.6.3. Origin of the Irian Jaya block 
An Australian plate origin for the Bird's head block is not contested. There are indeed large 
similarities between the Papua/Irian Jaya islands and the Australian microcontinent. The 
Proterozoic and Palaeozoic covers of the Australian block were drilled in the Arafura Sea 
while the Eastern Australian hercynian belt crops out in northern Papua and Irian Jaya. 
4.6.4. Correlations between the Irian Jaya block and Lucipara, Seram and Banggai–Sula blocks 
In Fig. 7, we correlate: 
−  the Lucipara block with the Mobile belt of Irian Jaya (Mbelt); 
−  the Banggai–Sula block with the Bird's Head, Tamrau and Danau Jamar terranes (DJ) and 
the Irian Jaya Papuan Fold belt (IJPFB); 
−  the Seram and Buru block with the Bird's Head Kemum terrane (BK); 
−  the Sinta ridges (southern part of the Seram–Buru block) with the Onin and Lingurru 
terranes (MOK) and the southern part of the Irian Jaya Papuan Fold belt; and 
−  the Misool island with the Aru island and the Irian Jaya stable platform. 
We note two points: 1) the northern Seram ophiolites do not outcrop in Irian Jaya and, 2) the 
Banggai–Sula and Seram–Buru blocks moved together away from the Irian Jaya block. 
4.7. The Halmahera block (noted 9 on Fig. 1b and 9a on Fig. 5) 
We have included this block in the paper in order to present an overall picture of the eastern 
Indonesian blocks. 
4.7.1. Characterisation 
This block includes the Halmahera and adjacent islands such as Bacan, Obi and Waigo. It is 
limited to the West by the Moluccas Sea and to the South by the Sorong fault. According to 
Hall and Nichols (1990) this plate results from the amalgamation of two different terranes at 
the end of the Pliocene: the western volcanic arc, comprising Halmahera, Bacan and Obi, and 
the eastern ―Halmahera–Waigo ophiolitic terrane‖ which includes the eastern arm of 
Halmahera, Waigo and adjacent islands. 
Numerous paleomagnetic studies performed by Jeffrey et al. (1996) and by Ali et al. (2001) 
on the rocks from Bacan and Obi demonstrated an equatorial position for the Middle 
Mesozoic ophiolites. 
4.7.2. Evolution of the Halmahera block 
The paleoposition of the Halmahera block may vary from author to author but an E–W 
movement is generally admitted. Halmahera block was in the vicinity of Papua ca 20 Ma ago, 
near the Cenderawasih bay ca 10 Ma ago, in the vicinity of the Bird's Head ca 5 Ma ago, and 
is presently at the longitude of Buru Island (Nichols and Hall, 1999). The ―Banggai–Sula 
block‖ moved westward, along the Sorong fault. 
4.7.3. Origin of the Halmahera block 
Halmahera block is considered by [Hall and Nichols, 1990] and [Nichols and Hall, 1999] as a 
part of the Philippine–Pacific plate moving westward or north-westward. According to Honza 
and Fujuoka (2004), Halmahera is the southern end of the Philippine archipelago. Pubellier et 
al. (2003a) have suggested an amalgamation of the Philippine Sea plate with the Australian 
plate by the Oligocene (32 Ma). An amalgamated block, formed by the Halmahera block and 
the Bird's Head terrane, detached from the rest of Irian Jaya since 15 Ma, was also proposed 
by Pubellier et al. (2003b). On the other hand, Vroon et al. (1996) supported an Irian Jayan 
origin for the continental fragments exposed on Bacan Island. Whatever the origin of the 
southern part, the main part of the Halmahera blocks likely belongs to the Philippine plate. 
5. Discussion 
Among the numerous islands and submerged crustal blocks, we evidenced six blocks of 
Gondwanan origin. The seventh one, the Halmahera block, is ascribed to the Pacific plate. But 
the main geological question is to constrain their amalgamation in the eastern Indonesian area. 
This is beyond the scope of the present paper because the amalgamation of the Gondwanan 
blocks (i.e. Timor, Kolonodale, Lucipara, Seram, Banggai–Sula and Irian Jaya) with the 
Eurasian margin is highly speculative. If the motion of the Eurasian (Sundaland), Indian–
Australian and Pacific plates is relatively well-constrained, this is not the case for the 
Gondwanan blocks. 
But the recent acquisition of: 1) multiple and various geophysical data carried out both during 
offshore and onshore fieldwork; 2) paleontological and K/Ar dates; and 3) geochemical 
affinities of magmatism, allows us to drastically reduce the numerous geodynamic scenarii. 
Using the [Scotese et al., 1979] and [135] palaeogeographic maps we tried to locate the so-
called Indonesian blocks (i.e. Timor, Kolonodale, Lucipara, Seram, Banggai–Sula) before the 
break-up of Gondwana (Fig. 8a, ca 237 Ma). Fig. 8b (ca 50 Ma) indicates their relative 
position during the Middle Eocene. At that time, Timor and Kolonodale blocks were close to 
the Eurasian margin, while the Lucipara, Seram, Banggai–Sula and Irian Jaya blocks were 
still attached to the Australian plate. The Halmahera block sat in the southern part of the 
Pacific plate. 
The paleoposition of the southeast Eurasian plates at 30 Ma (according to Lee and Lawver 
(1995) modified) is presented in Fig. 9. The Timor and Kolonodale blocks were attached to 
the Eurasian margin but at that time the Lucipara, Banggai–Sula and Seram blocks were still 
attached to the Irian Jaya Mobile belt. 
At ca 20 Ma, the Lucipara block moved away from the Banggai–Sula and Seram blocks 
(Fig. 7). 
At ca 15–13 Ma (Fig. 10), after its collision with Sulawesi–Kolonodale, it moved to the West 
and pushed the Sulawesi area far away from the Timor block. We suppose that the Lucipara 
indentation in the Sulawesi block was accommodated by a sinistral strike-slip faulting along 
the Kalao fault zone, as well as by several thrusts on Sulawesi Island (e.g. Poso thrust). At this 
time, the Seram and Banggai–Sula blocks approached Lucipara although they were separated 
from it by a back-arc basin between 20 and 15 Ma (Monnier et al., 2003). 
Around 10 Ma ago, Seram probably collided with the Banda ridges (ca 11–10 Ma) and a new 
back-arc basin, the North Banda basin, opened in front of the Seram block. Then, the 
Banggai–Sula block moved to the west, pushed by the Halmahera block. The ophiolite 
―obduction‖ on Seram and Ambon, between 9 and 7 Ma, could be linked to the Banggai–Sula 
motion. 
Finally the collision between the Australian margin and the Banda area by the Middle 
Pliocene gathered all these blocks in the restricted eastern Indonesian area. Seram did not 
move at all, whereas Banggai–Sula shifted to the west, closing the northern part of the North 
Banda Sea basin (at ca 7 Ma) and colliding with the northeastern arm of Sulawesi at ca 3.5 
Ma. Finally, the northern part of Sulawesi was driven away (to the west) from the Sulawesi 
south-eastern arm. 
To the east, the continental margin of the Bird's Head rallied the Seram accretionary wedge at 
5 Ma. Its deformation occurred in the northeast of Seram (Selas Formation) during the Early 
Pliocene. 
To the south, the south Banda basin began to open at ca 6.5 Ma, and the elements that had 
drifted south (e.g. Timor and Tanimbar) began to collide with the Australian margin around 
3.5 Ma. The Kolbano unit amalgamated with the southernmost part of the Timor block, and 
the south Tanimbar unit (Tnb2) was added to the north Tanimbar unit (Tnb1). The northern 
shift of the Australian plate led, in the Middle Pliocene, to its collision with the Timor block 
reacting as an indentor, and also led to the opening of the Weber basin ca 3 Ma ago. 
The assessment of this amalgamation in an area of 540,000 km
2
 delimited by Sulawesi and 
Kai islands on the one hand, and Sula and Timor islands on the other hand, is a cumulated 
basin surface of 10,4600 km
2
 with new oceanic type crusts formed between 12 and 3.5 Ma. 
Consequently, the cumulated surface of continental crust in this domain is 435,400 km
2
, 
encompassing the Timor, Kolonodale, Seram and Banggai–Sula blocks. 
Kinematic studies were also performed in this area ( [Hinschberger et al., 2005] and [Pubellier 
et al., 2003b] ) but our goal is to estimate the mean displacement rates of each block with 
respect to the restored maps from Pubellier et al. (2003b). So, we estimate the mean velocity 
rates to be 12.5 cm/y for Halmahera, 15.5 cm/y for Lucipara, and 11 cm/y for Seram and 
Banggai–Sula. It is to be noticed that, except for the Lucipara block, these rates are similar to 
the present Pacific plate rate. 
6. Conclusion 
Our geological investigations on the islands of Sulawesi, Seram, Ambon, Timor, Flores, 
Sumba, Kur, Kai and Irian Jaya and coupled with studies in the adjacent Celebes Sea, 
Gorontalo gulf, north and south Banda basins, Weber basin and Aru trough marine basins, 
allow us to have a better understanding of the origin and evolution of the East Indonesian 
blocks. 
We can identify seven blocks in the East Indonesian area. Six are of Gondwanan origin (i.e. 
Timor, Kolonodale, Lucipara, Seram, Banggai, Sula and Irian Jaya), while only the 
Halmahera block belongs to the Pacific plate. 
The amalgamation of these six Gondwanan blocks with the Eurasian plate was fully 
dependent on the Pacific and Australian plates' kinematics. At the easternmost boundary of 
the Alpine system, this amalgamation concerned two different types of blocks. 
1)  Blocks such as Timor and Kolonodale, which were separated from the north-western 
margin of Australia during the Jurassic and drifted towards the Eurasian margin with the 
transit plate (Ricou, 1994). Then, between the Jurassic and the Eocene–Oligocene, the 
Timor and Kolonodale blocks continued their drifting, following a non linear course 
implying a straight S–N displacement during more or less 100 Ma. During the last 30 Ma, 
Timor underwent a reversed N–S displacement (from Sulawesi in the north to the North 
Australian margin in the south). 
2)  Blocks that were located in the east when the Pacific motion became dominant. Separated 
in the Late Oligocene to Early Miocene times, they achieved their movement until ca 5–3 
Ma ago. Lucipara, Seram and Banggai–Sula blocks were probably separated from the 
western part of the Papua-New Guinea by strike-slip faulting during the Neogene. For 
instance, the Seram and Banggai–Sula blocks, separated from each other by an Early 
Miocene back-arc basin, were probably detached from Irian Jaya during the Early Middle 
Miocene. 
The Irian Jaya block, still attached to the Australian margin at the Neogene, moved along the 
―Aiduna–Tarera fault‖ and reached the Seram Island by the Early Pliocene. 
It is likely that most of the basins opened in the Late Miocene and, consequently, have had 
modest consequences on the proposed geodynamic model. 
The geodynamic model of block amalgamation, in a triple plate convergent context, is a 
specific case study, considering the rarity of such space and time complexities on the earth's 
surface. In fact, the main driving force for this tectonic process is largely dominated by the 
Pacific plate motion which pushed the blocks from Irian Jaya towards the ―Sulawesi wall‖, 
provoking later indentations within the East Sulawesi arms ( [Silver et al., 1983] and [Bellier 
et al., 2006] ). The recent history of openings and reengagements of arcs and marginal basins 
complicates the distribution of these Gondwanan blocks, even though global changes are 
mainly controlled by the kinematics of just two plates: the Indo-Australian and the 
Philippine–Pacific plates converging towards Eurasia. 
Finally, many changes are expected in the future. Among them, geodetic measurements 
conducted by different teams ( [Stevens et al., 1993] , [Puntodewo et al., 1994] , [Wilson et 
al., 1998] , [Chamot-Rooke and Le Pichon, 1999] , [Rangin et al., 1999] , [Michel et al., 2001] 
and [Tregoning, 2002] ) indicate that the active plate convergence will lead, in the next 
million years, to the complete subduction of the South Banda basin and the squeezing of the 
whole Banda area. 
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Fig. 1. : a. Physiography of the Eastern Indonesian area (modified after Honthaas et al., 1998). 
1 — Emerged lands; 2 — metamorphic–volcanic type ridges; 3 — recent oceanic type crust 
basins or recently opened basins; 4 — Banda volcanic arc; 5 — submerged areas; 6 — active 
―subduction‖ zones; 7 — strike-slip fault. TAFZ: Aiduna–Tarera fault zone; HF: Hamilton 
fault zone; HS: Halmahera subduction zone; TS: Tolo subduction zone; PKF: Palu Koro fault 
zone; SFZ: Sorong fault zone, WT: Wetar thrust. b. The different tectonic plates, blocks, seas 
and basins in Eastern Indonesia. (1) Eurasian plate; (2) Indo-Australian plate; (3) Philippine–
Pacific plate; (4) Timor block; (5) Kolonodale block; (6) Lucipara block; (7) Seram block; (8) 
Banggai–Sula block; (9) Halmahera block; (10) Irian Jaya block. Kob: Kolbano terrane. 
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 Lithostratigraphic 
column 
Location Geological unit 
or formation 
Sample 
ref. 
Age 
(Ma) 
± Error 
at (1 
σ) 
Whole-rock 
(WR) or 
mineral (M) 
dated 
Reference Year 
1 Asiatic plate Central 
Sulawesi 
Pompangeo 
schists 
n. p. 114  n.p. Mica (M) Parkinson 1991 
1 
a 
Sulawesi W 
Sulawesi 
Arm 
Bantimala schists n. p. 111  n.p. Muscovite (M) Sukamto 1982 
Toraja area Lamasi NL 30-
C 
158.5 ± 5 Tholeitic basalt 
(WR) 
Priadi 1993 
1 
b 
Sumba Island Jawila Eastern edge CIA 
493 
31.4 ± 0.8 Dacite (WR) Abdullah 
et al. 
2000 
Lamboya Rua beach CIA 62 42.3 ± 3.2 Basalt (WR) " 
Tanadoro Western part CIA 
133 
64.3 ± 1.2 Granodiorite 
(WR) 
" 
Wanokaka 
beach 
 CIA 
317 
70.3 ± 1.5 Basalt (WR) " 
Masu Cape Malangu CIA 
347 
85.4 ± 1.6 Granodiorite 
(WR) 
" 
1 
c 
Timor Allochthonous  Mutis complex T23 153.6 ± 3.4 Basalt (WR) Bellon  
4 Timor sub-
Allochthonous and 
Autochthonous 
 Manamas 
volcanic series 
T 111 10.5 ± 1.2 Diorite dike 
(WR) 
Bellon  
5 Kolonodale block East 
Sulawesi 
Ophiolite SU 252 41.2 ± 2.3 Magmatic 
hornblende (M) 
Monnier et 
al. 
1994 
SU 265 47.4 ± 7.1 " " 
6 Lucipara block and 
Kur 
Kur Metamorphosed 
magmatic arc 
212 K 23.9 ± 1.7 Diorite (WR) Honthaas 
et al. 
1997 
Kur 7 j 16.9 ± 1 Biotite (M) 
paragneiss 
" 
Kur 7i 1 29.9 ± 1.7 Amphibole (M) 
norite 
" 
Kur 7i 2 31.4 ± 1.8 Amphibole (M) 
hornblendite 
" 
7 Seram block   ABN 1j 15.3 ± 1.2 Transitional 
basalt (WR) 
Monnier et 
al. 
2003 
ABN 6a 8.9 ± 0.4 Calc-alkaline 
basalt (WR) 
  
8 Banggai–Sula block Mangole 
island 
 WL 20P 116 ± 2.7 Granite (WR) Bellon, 
Rubini, 
unpubl. 
WK 8 220 ± 5 Granodiorite 
(WR) 
" 
WL 15-
2 
287 ± 6.7 Gabbro (WR) " 
10 
b 
Irian Jaya 
Allochthonous 
Cyclops Sentani Cy 219 29.5 ± 0.7 Back-arc basalt 
(WR) 
Monnier et 
al. 
1999 
Cy 218 29.3 ± 0.7 " " 
Cy 231 43 ± 1 Boninite " 
Central 
High 
Range 
Sepik arc? HC 194 43 ± 1 Calc-alkaline 
basalt (WR) 
Monnier 1996 
HC 307 66 ± 1.6 Amphibole " 
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Western 
Mobile belt 
Arc 121 90 ± 2.1 Microdiorite 
(WR) 
Prouteau 1995 
Central 
High 
Range 
Ophiolite HC 295 144 ± 15 Amphibole 
(M), 
metagabbro 
Monnier 1996 
HC 304 157 ± 16 Amphibole 
(M), 
metagabbro 
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Fig. 2. : Lithostratigraphic sequences from the Eurasian plate (1), the Indo-Australian plate (2) 
and the Philippine plate (3). 1 — Metamorphic basement; 2 — basalts; 3 — volcano-
sedimentary rocks; 4 — shales; 5 — sandstones; 6 — limestones; 7 — oolithic limestones; 8 
— siltstones; a — unconformity; b — thrust. 
  
Fig. 3. : Lithostratigraphic successions on the Eurasian plate: North Sulawesi Arm (1a), 
Sumba Island (1b) and ―Timor Allochthon‖ (1c). 1 — Metamorphic basement; 2 — basalts; 3 
— ophiolites; 4 — radiolarites; 5 — sandstones; 6 — conglomerates; 7 — limestones; 8 — 
reefal platforms; 9 — oolithic limestones; 10 — shales; 11 — granitic basement or intrusives; 
a — unconformity, b — thrust. 
  
Fig. 4. : Lithostratigraphic successions on the Timor Para-Autochthonous (4), Kolonodale 
blocks (5) and on Tanimbar Island (2b). 1 — Metamorphic basement; 2 — volcano-
sedimentary rocks; 3 — ophiolites; 4 — radiolarites; 5 — sandstones; 6 — conglomerates; 7 
— limestones; 8 — reefal platforms; 9 — oolithic limestones; 10 — shales; 11 — granitic 
basement or intrusives; a — unconformity; b — thrust. 
  
Fig. 5. : Lithostratigraphic successions on the Lucipara (6) and Halmahera blocks (9a) and 
Obi Island (9b). 1 — Metamorphic basement; 2 — Volcano-sedimentary rocks; 3 — 
Ophiolites; 4 — Radiolarites; 5 — Sandstones; 6 — Conglomerates; 7 — Limestones; 8 — 
Reefal platforms; 9 — Shales; 10 — Granitic basement; a — Unconformity; b — Thrust. 
 Fig. 6. : Lithostratigraphic successions on the Seram (7) and Banggai–Sula (8) blocks and on 
the ―Irian Jaya Autochthonous‖, ―Bird's Head terranes‖ (10a) and ―Irian Jaya Allochthonous‖ 
(10b). 1 — Metamorphic basement; 2 — Basalts; 3 — Volcano-sedimentary rocks; 4 — 
Ophiolites; 5 — Tectonic melanges; 6 — Conglomerates; 7 — Limestones; 8 — Sandstones; 
9 — Amphibolites; 10 — Shales; 11 — Granitic or dioritic intrusions; a — Unconformity; b 
— Thrust. 
  
Fig. 7. : The Irian Jaya block (10) geological sketch map and its possible western extension to 
the Lucipara (6), Seram (7) and Banggai–Sula (8) blocks. 1 — Presumed Lucipara block; 2 — 
Presumed Banggai–Sula block; 3 — Seram back-arc basin; 4 — Presumed Seram block; 5 — 
Presumed Sinta Ridge terrane; 6 — Irian Jaya central ophiolite; 7 — Tamrau and Danau 
Jamar terranes; 8 — Bird's Head Kemum terrane, 9 — Onin-Lingurru terrane; 10 — Misool 
Island and the Irian Jaya stable platform; 11 — Melanesian Mobile belt; 12 — Subduction 
zone; 13 — Thrust; 14 — Strike-slip fault. For the abbreviations see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. IJ = 
Irian Jaya island; TB = Tukang Besi, Lu = Lucipara, BR = Banda ridges, To.b = Tobelo basin, 
Bg = Banggai, Bu = Buru, Ser = Seram, SR = Sinta ridges, Mis = Misool, Sb = Salawati 
basin, Tam = Tamrau terrane, DJ = Danau Jambar terrane, On = Onin terrane, Lg = Lengguru 
terrane, BK = Bird's Head Kemum terrane, Mela.belt = Melanesian belt, IJPFP = Irian Jaya 
Papuan Fold belt, C.b = Cenderawasih basin, ATFZ = Aiduna–Tarera fault zone, PT = Papuan 
thrust. 
  
Fig. 8.  : Palaeogeographic maps (modified after Scotese and Denham, 1987). 8a — Early 
Triassic: (4) Timor, (5) Kolonodale and 6 — Lucipara block; 7 — Seram block; 8 — 
Banggai–Sula blocks location before their detachment from the Gondwana margin. 8b — 
Middle Eocene: (4) Timor and (5) Kolonodale blocks are approaching the Eurasian margin 
close to Java and Sulawesi. 6 — Lucipara; 7 — Seram; 8 — Banggai–Sula; 9 — Halmahera 
and 10 — Irian Jaya blocks are still attached to the Australian continent. Common 
abbreviations for Fig. 10a and b: Atl.o.: Atlantic Ocean; Pal.Tet.o.: Paleo-Tethys Ocean; 
Tet.o.: Tethys Ocean; Ind.o.: Indian Ocean; Af: Africa; Ant: Antarctica; Ar: Arabia; Aus: 
Australia; EU: Europa; GRL: Groenland; Him: Himalaya; I: India; Indo: Indochina; M: 
Madagascar; Ma: Malaysia; NAm: North America; NC: North China; SAm: South America; 
SC: South China, Sib: Siberia; Su: Sumba. 
  
Fig. 9. : Palaeogeographic map for the Oligocene (30 Ma), modified after Lee and Lawver 
(1995). Timor (4) and Kolonodale (5) blocks are incorporated to the Eurasian margin and the 
Papua-New Guinea Island is approaching the Philippine plate. 1 — Eurasian plate; 2 — Indo-
Australian plate; 3 — Ph.p.: Philippine plate and Pac.p.: Pacific plate; 4 — Timor block; 5 — 
Kolonodale block; 6 — Lucipara block; 7 — Seram block; 8 — Banggai–Sula block: 9 — 
Halmahera block; 10 — Irian Jaya block. Bm: Burma; Bno: Borneo; Ha: Halmahera; Ind: 
Indochina; IJMB: Irian Jaya Mobile belt; Jv: Java; Ma: Malaysia; N.Sul: North Sulawesi; Ph: 
Philippine block; Sbw: Sumbawa; Su: Sumba; Sum: Sumatra; Tm: Timor; WSul: West 
Sulawesi. 
 Fig. 10. : Palaeogeographic map by the Middle Miocene time (15 Ma), modified after Lee and 
Lawver (1995). Lucipara block (6) is close to Buton Island in the south-eastern part of 
Sulawesi and Seram (7) and Banggai–Sula blocks (8) moved to the West, away from Irian 
Jaya. Kolbano (Kbo) and Tanimbar 2 (Tnb2) terranes belong to the Australian margin. 1 — 
Eurasian plate; 2 — Indo-Australian plate; 3 — Ph.p.: Philippine plate and Pac.p.: Pacific 
plate; 4 — Timor block; 5 — Kolonodale block; 6 — Lucipara block; 7 — Seram block; 8 — 
Banggai–Sula block: 9 — Halmahera block; 10 — Irian Jaya block. Bb: Babar; Bno: Borneo; 
Cel.Sea: Celebes Sea; Ha: Halmahera; Ind: Indochina; Kbo: Kolbano terrane; KFZ: Kalao 
fault zone; IJ: Irian Jaya Mobile belt; Jv: Java; Ma: Malaysia; MA.Tr.: Mariana Trench; 
MK.Str.: Makassar strait; ML.Tr: Manila Trench; Mol.Sea: Moluccas Sea; N.Sul: North 
Sulawesi; Ph: Philippine block; Sol: Solomon Islands; Su: Sumba; Tm: Timor; Tnb1: Ungar 
Island; Tnb2: Tanimbar Island; Tw: Taiwan; WSul: West Sulawesi. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
